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Introduction
The island of Ireland is currently in the midst of an intense period of historical commemoration that has been dubbed the 'decade of centenaries ' awarded to 18,000 men and women on the basis of the service they had given in the various revolutionary organisations and/or the Irish army between 1916 and 1923. 5 The MSPC includes all of these files, along with 62,000 more applications that were rejected. Volunteers who had suffered physical wounds or psychological disability and the dependants of those who died were compensated with army pensions and these are also included in the overall archive.
To date there are currently close to 5,000 individual pension files released, of which 540 relate to women, making this already the most detailed archive available charting the activities of women in the Irish revolution. 6 A further 3,252 women received service medals (out of 4,612 applicants). The vast majority of these -3,175 -played more limited roles that did not reach pensionable service standard and were awarded service medals without bar. 7 Women accounted for just under 10 percent of the total number of medal recipients (34,562) but the proportion of successful female and male applicants was similar, 70 and 73 per cent respectively. 8 Similar figures for the number and proportion of successful female pension applicants will not be available until the full collection is released.
While this collection will allow for a much more detailed and varied account of the activities of Ireland's revolutionary women than has hitherto been possible, it will also enhance an emerging trend in revolutionary historiography of examining the postrevolutionary lives and experiences of veterans. Drawing upon examples from 5 For a detailed account of the introduction of this scheme see Marie Coleman, 'Military Service Pensions for veterans of the Irish revolution (1916) (1917) (1918) (1919) (1920) (1921) (1922) (1923) ' , War in History, 20:2 (2013), pp. 201-221. 6 The release of files is ongoing until 2023 and at this stage it is not possible to estimate accurately the number or proportion of female applicants or their success rate. 7 In the 1940s veterans who met the standard for the award of a military service pension were entitled to a service medal with bar. A medal without bar was introduced to provide recognition for those who had taken a less active part in the independence campaign and did not reach the higher standard of pensionable service. http://www.militaryarchives.ie/collections/online-collections/military-service-pensionscollection/search-the-collection/medals-series 8 These figures are derived from the medals database on the http://mspcsearch.militaryarchives.ie/. I am grateful to Cecile Gordon for her advice on retrieving the figures.
individual pension files and from the administrative files this article examines the role played by gender in the introduction and award of service pensions, the significance of recognition for female veterans in both the struggle to be included in the scheme and to be awarded appropriate service, and the economic and financial benefits of monetary compensation for veterans in the later stages of their lives in a state that possessed limited welfare provisions. 
Women in the Irish revolution

Gender and the politicization of pension eligibility
To be eligible for a pension an applicant had to have served in the national army or associated security forces (which included the Criminal Investigation Department, The evidence available in the archives released to date would suggest that Aiken's predication was accurate. A large number of the women whose files are now available had claims for service in certain periods rejected, though only a small number had their applications rejected in their entirety. In cases where applications were rejected it was usually because the act was deemed not to apply.
Women themselves were certainly of the opinion that they were treated harshly by the assessors. Committee who noted 'I personally think an award would be ludicrous'. She was subsequently informed that she was not a person to whom the act applied. 
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The latter comment implies a hierarchy of veterans, with special status being accorded to the dependants of the 1916 leaders, and the signatories of the proclamation in particular. This was reflected in the special provisions made for the widows, children and sisters of the signatories in 1927 when lifetime annual allowances of £180 for widows and £52 for sisters, in addition to £80 per child to up to the age of 25, were introduced. These figures were increased in subsequent legislation. 87 Such a rejection of women's contribution to independence struggles after the conflict, and a desire to return women to traditional domestic roles, is not an uncommon feature of independence struggles. In Zimbabwe former female guerrillas had greater difficulty getting demobilization money and were portrayed inaccurately and derisively in the press as prostitutes. 102 Furthermore, the criteria by which pensions were assessed were highly gendered, placing greater weight on military actions carried out by men and relegating women's non-combatant activities to lower status.
Gender interacted with other factors in the difficulties experienced by many women in gaining their pensions and the attendant recognition that such implied. In Margaret Skinnider's case, the political division of the Treaty split was the real reason for the initial denial of her pension, though gender was a convenient pretext for the decision; it appears to have been more acceptable to say she did not deserve the pension because she was woman than because she was a republican. Women who fought in the Rising outside of Dublin, in Galway and Wexford, had to overcome the double handicap of gender and geography. 
